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Dream to deliver clean
water to rural African
villages nears realization
JM Eagle President and CEO Walter Wang recently
witnessed first-hand the difference hundreds of miles
plastic pipe can make in the lives of thousands of
people in impoverished Africa as he toured water
infrastructure projects using donated JM Eagle
product.
Shipping from its plants in late 2009, the donation
included nearly 400 miles of a variety of 2.5- to 6-inch
pipes, worth approximately $2 million, going to Kenya,
Uganda, Mali, Malawi, Rwanda, Ghana and Tanzania.
In addition to the product donation, Wang also provided
funds to aid in the engineering and design of the
project.
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villages.
JM Eagle’s latest donation is part of a multi-phased
broader initiative, the Millennium Villages Project,
launched by Columbia University’s Earth Institute in
2005, which will ultimately provide safer water to more
than 160,000 people living in Africa’s most needy
communities.
In its initial phase, MVP used more than 70 miles of JM
Eagle’s plastic pipe to bring safe water to 67 villages
and more than 13,500 people in Potou, Senegal. The
Potou project has been in operation since September
2008 with 85 active taps now in use.
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One in five people in developing countries does not
have access to safe drinking water, and 2.2 million
people die each year from water-borne illness, 90
percent of them children under the age of 5, according
to world-charity organizations.
“In learning more about the landscape, I realized
something: Africa is not entirely water deficient—there
must be a good water source somewhere—it’s
infrastructure deficient,” Wang said. “No matter how
far it may be, it can be piped to those in need.”
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